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it's fully compatible with the windows installer and the mac bundle. you can be a big beaver if you
want, go ahead and use your.exe installer. simply unzip the contents of the archive and let the

installer do the rest. if you use the mac bundle, just run the macinstaller and your done. benefits of
instagram search: 1) automatic tags not really if you've ever uploaded a photo or video to instagram
with out the apropriate tags for that picture or video, instagram will automatically tag those pictures
with the corresponding tags. they may be very refined tags depending on the themes you upload. for

example, if you upload a picture of you can buy third house your friends or acquaintances will be
able to discover that specifically tagged picture when they check out your instagram. for instance, if

you take a picture of a street scene and like to tag the location when you have it shot, you can to
acquire a map tag. this will appear as an auto tag on your photographs. 2) search by word instagram

has a new search engine that claims to take into consideration the keywords you have used in the
caption, commentary or in the comments. therefore if you use the phrase "air crash", a search to

find pictures with the phrase "air crash" will likely bring up the most recent photos about an air crash
on instagram. 3) hashtag discovered as mentioned within the first benefit, if you want to search by

hashtag, you can use a hashtag. though it's presently exclusive to the fb app, if you have the
instagram app, you can use a hashtag that's been submitted to instagram. go to search bar within

the instagram app, then tap hashtags.
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